In the dynamic dictionary matching problem, a dictionary D contains a set of patterns that can change over time by insertion and deletion of individual patterns. The user also presents text strings and asks for all occurrences of any patterns in the text. The two main contributions of this paper are: 1) A faster algorithm for dynamic string dictionary matching with bounded alphabets, and 2) A dynamic dictionary matching algorithm for two dimensional texts and square patterns. The first contribution is based on an algorithm that solves the general problem of maintaining a sequence of well-balanced parentheses under the operations insert, delete, and find nearest enclosing parenthesis pair.
Introduction
In the dynamic dictionary matching problem, a dictionary D contains a set of patterns that can change over time by insertion and deletion of individual patterns. The user also presents text strings and asks for all occurrences of any patterns in the text.
The two main contributions of this paper are: 1) A faster algorithm for dynamic string dictionary matching with bounded alphabets, and 2) A dynamic dictionary matching algorithm for two dimensional texts and square patterns. The first contribution is based on an algorithm that solves the general problem of maintaining a sequence of well-balanced parentheses under the operations insert, delete, and find nearest enclosing parenthesis pair.
The main ideas behind the second contribution are: a linearization of two dimensional square patterns along the main diagonal, and new data structures to allow efficient manipulation of failure links.
The classical pattern matching paradigm is that of searching for a given pattern in a given text. For example, the classical string matching problem is defined as follows: INPUT: Text T = tl, . . . , t,, and pattern p = Pl,..., Pm, where tiypj E C;i = l,..., n,j = 1 , . . .,m, where C is an alphabet. OUTPUT: All text locations i such that ti+k = pl+k, k = 0,. . . , m -1. This is one of the most studied problems in computer science [16] and has many different linear time solutions (e.g., [lo, 191 d an many others). The two dimensional version of this problem in which strings of symbols are replaced with matrices is also well studied [9, 8, 21 .
Another paradigm is that of multiple matching. The input is a set of patterns D and a text. The object is to find all occurrences of all patterns from D that appear in the text. A motivation for this paradigm was given by Aho and Corasick [l] . They solved a bibliographic search problem for a set of words. Aho and Corasick gave an O((t + d) loga + tocc) time algorithm (AC for short) for the multiple string matching problem, where the text is of length t, the sum of all pattern lengths is d, the total number of pattern occurrences reported is tom, and u is the number of distinct characters that occur in D. It will always be the case that d 1 u, so terms depending on 0 are sometimes omitted. Recently there has been interest in a stronger paradigm, that of (dynamic) dictionary matching. Like multiple matching, we seek all appearances of any of a set of patterns (the dictionary) in an input text. The difference between dictionary matching and multiple matching is that the dictionary matching paradigm assumes a very large and relatively stable dictionary with a smaller and variable text. Thus in dictionary matching the time for preprocessing and updating the dictionary is counted separately from that of scanning the text. One also needs to allow quick insertions and deletions of elements from the dictionary. One example motivating dictionary string matching is searching for an interesting combination of bases in a DNA segment.
The AC algorithm solves part of the desired dictionary matching problem. They preprocess the pattern set in time O(d log u) and subsequently search any given length-t text in time O(t loga+tocc).
However, they allow only static dictionaries; adding or deleting a pattern string requires reprocessing the entire dictionary.
Amir and Farach (AF for short) showed a au&c tree based method for solving the dynamic dictionary string matching problem [4] . 
Scanning a text T: O((t + tax) logd)
Amir, Farach, Galil, Giancarlo and Park (AFFGP for short) showed that the suffix tree method of [4] can be easily adapted to allow deletions in worst case time Oblwd) [51-Idury and SchZffer (IS for short) showed that the failure function approach and basic scanning loop of the AC algorithm can be adapted to dynamic dictionary matching [18] . They improved the initial dictionary preprocessing time to O(dloga).
The update and text scanning times are as in [4, 51 . They also showed that faster search time can be achieved at the expense of slower dictionary update time. For constant 6, the text scanning can be done in linear time O(t(k+loga)+tocc-k) and the dictionary update in time O(p(kd'lk+log a)).
The two main contributions of this paper are: 1) A faster algorithm for dynamic dictionary matching with bounded alphabets, and 2) A two dimensional dynamic dictionary matching algorithm. The first contribution is based on an algorithm that solves the general problem of maintaining a sequence of well-balanced parentheses under the operations insert, delete, and find nearest enclosing parenthesis pair. This parenthesis maintenance problem also arises in versions of bottomup tree pattern matching [ll, 121. Faster string dictionary matching: All previous dictionary matching algorithms have a text scanning time of O(t log d) with a dictionary update time of O(plogd).
We show that for a bounded alphabet, where ]C] is constant, this time can be improved by a log log d factor, i.e. [3] first presented a static dictionary matching algorithm with the same preprocessing and scanning complexities as the dynamic algorithm. Giancarlo has recently found, as a consequence of his work on inverting two dimensional texts, a somewhat different method to solve the two dimensional static problem with the same time bounds and the two dimensional dynamic problem with slightly worse time bounds [17] .
The main ideas behind our algorithm are: a linearization of two dimensional square matrices along the main diagonal to produce a dictionary of strings over an alphabet of subrow/subcolumn pairs and new data structures to allow efficient manipulation of the failure links over the subrow/subcolumn alphabet. The rest of the paper is structured as fOllOW8. In Section 2 we describe a new failure function computation algorithm which is used to speed up the onedimensional dynamic dictionary matching algorithm. In Section 3, an algorithm for two dimensional dynamic dictionary matching is given.
2 Failure Function Computation 2.1 Review of string dictionary matching algorithms Several approaches have been used for dynamic dictionary matching, most notably suffix trees (AF and AFGGP), automaton methods (IS) and hashing ( [7] ). The AF, AFGGP, and IS algorithms all use some notion akin to the faiZvre fvnction of AC. The AC and IS algorithms can be viewed as generalizations of the automa ton of [19] . Both algorithms construct an automaton in which each state represents a prefix of a pattern in D. We use the prefix to mean its state, and visa versa, if there is no ambiguity. The prefix z at the current state is the longest. pattern prefix matching a s&ix of the text scanned so far. Aho and Corasick defined two important partial functions, goto and fail, that describe the transitions in the automaton. gdo(z,a) = %a if xa is a prefix of some pattern in the dictionary. For any non-null prefix z, faiZ(x) = w where w is the longest prefix of a pattern such that w is a proper suffix of x. The gdo function can be modified in a straightforward way during the insertion or deletion of a pattern. To obtain a good dynamic dictionary algorithm, we need a fast, way to compute and update the failure function. Given a set of strings S = {31,9z,. . . , Sk} with each si E c*, we set, S' = (~1, +a2,. . . , *Sk} where + 4 C and + is the lexicographically greatest element of {*} U C. For strings a and p, we say that a < p if cy is lexicographically less than /3. Let CY~ be the reverse of string (1. Then Q <in. /3 if aR < PR. Using the <in,, order, the failure function fail(x) = w where W Gno X <ina *z +%a *w and there is no prefix y such that w <inv y <ins x <ims *X <ins +y <inn *w. The null prefix, e, corresponding to the start state, and its complementary string *, are the least and greatest elements in the order <inr, and enclose all others strings.
Abstracting away from the string theoretic details presented in [18] , the failure function computation can be recast as follows.
Place the strings in the <ina order, and replace any string from S by a left parenthesis.
Replace any corresponding string from 5" by a matching right parenthesis. The sequence of parentheses is well balanced.
Computing the failure function of a prefix string then becomes the task of finding its nearest enclosing parenthesis. We improve the previous time bounds for dicticr nary matching by finding a faster solution to the problem of dynamically maintaining a sequence of balanced parentheses and supporting nearest. enclosing parenthesis queries. We first, show a semi-dynamic (insertion only) amortized algorithm, and then a dynamic algorithm whose worst case complexity improves the complexity of previously known algorithms.
The known dynamic dictionary schemes (AF, AFGGP, and IS) d'ff 1 er in the way that some variant of the failure function is computed. Our improvements directly improve the scanning time of the IS algorithm, but not the update time, because another O(plogd) term dominates [1S] . We instead use a slight modification of the AF and AFGGP algorithms, the details of which are described in the full paper [6] , to improve the text scanning, insertion, and deletion times.
2.2
A Semi-dynamic Parenthesis Maintenance Algorithm
In the semi-dynamic parenthesis problem, we support the following two operations: Insert parentheses : Let S be a sequence of balanced parenthesis and let a valid insertion be a pair of locations (Zi, ri) in S such that adding a left parenthesis at Zi and a right parenthesis at ti leaves S balanced with Zi matching Tie Insert matching parenthesis into S at (Zi , ri).
Find enclosing parentheses:
Given a parenthesis Zi, or equivalently its matching ri, find the parenthesis pair (Zi, ri) such that (Zj, rj) are the nearest parentheses that enclose (Zi,ri), that is, (Zj,rj) are a matching parentheses pair that enclose (Zi, Ti), but there is no matching pair (Zk, Tk) such that (Zj, rj) enclose (Zk, Tk), and (Zk, rk) enclose (Zir ri).
Our algorithm for semi-dynamic parentheses problem is based on the SPLIT/FIND algorithm of [15] . space considerations.
See [6] for details. We simply summarize the result as follows.
Let, each balanced pair of parentheses, (Zi, ri) have a marker m. Initially, every parenthesis x has a pointer p(z) to the marker of its enclosing parentheses. Let Si be the set, of parentheses that point to marker RH and let. ISi be the number of parentheses in Si. If we can maintain Si and rr~, then finding the nearest enclosing parentheses is a worst-case constant time lookup to see which marker a parenthesis points to.
Suppose we insert. new parentheses (Zj , rj) such that the p(Zj) = p(rj) = q.
Some set, Si c Si now has (Zj, rj) as its enclosing parenthesis. If ISi1 < I&l/S, then we go through the elements of Si and reset their pointers to mj. Otherwise, we rename m to mj and reset the pointers of the elements in Si \ Si to a newly created %. Since each time an element, has its pointer reset,, the size of its block is cut at least in half, the total number of times an element has its pointer reset is O(logn), where n is the total number of parentheses.
To reduce the work, we can partition the parentheses into blocks of O(logn) parentheses. Each Si is partitioned into @(lSiI/logn) blocks of size O(logn). Each such block has a pointer to its marker and each parenthesis has a pointer to its block. Finding the enclosing parenthesis involves following a pointer to the block, and then another to the marker. Let Bi be the set of parentheses with block pointer bi, and let Mj be the set of blocks with marker pointer mj. Inserting a pair of parentheses (Zk , rk) inside one block is a8 before. However, if Zk and rk are placed into two different blocks Bi and Bj, where bi, bj E M,,, this now involves two steps. First, we split each of Bi and Bj into two blocks according to the new parenthesis and add the new blocks to I&.
Then we split Mh into two groups, resetting the pointers of the smaller set. If we are left with two adjacent blocks in the same group that are too small, then we merge the two blocks. The total work for the pointers to markers is O((n/logn) * logn) = O(n). The total work for the block splitting is O((n/ log n) * (log n log log n)) = O(nloglogn).
Th us each parenthesis insertion ha8 an amortized cost of O(loglogn), whereas finding enclosing parenthesis still has a worst case O(1) cost.
Applying one more recursive step to the above process gives a complexity of O(nlogloglog n), where the superlinearity comes from manipulating blocks of size O(loglogn).
However, there are only 0(2r"zlozn) = O(logn) possible blocks of this size. It therefore takes worst-case O(1) time to perform splits and finds inside these blocks, if we use lookup tables and encode blocks into machine words. The insertion of a pair of parentheses inside such a block is also performed by using the encoding only. This is done as in [15] . This final step reduces the time needed to O(1) amortized for insertions, and O(1) worst caSe for lookups.
To handle the changing size of blocks because of insertions, we allow the blocks to vary in size. When they get twice a large as the minimum size, we break them up into two blocks of the appropriate size. In sum:
Lemma 2.1 We can maintain a sequence of d well-balanced parentheses supporting insertion in 0( 1) amortized time per update. Nearest enclosing parentheses queries are answered within O(1) worst-case time.
Our parenthesis maintenance scheme can be combined with a modification of the one dimensional dynamic dictionary scheme in [4, Scanning text T: O(i! log u + tocc) worst-case.
A fully dynamic algorithm
In the fully dynamic parentheses problem, we also support the following deletion operation:
Delete parentheses : Given a pair (Zi, ri) of matching parentheses in a sequence S of balanced parentheses, remove li and ri from that sequence. In the fully dynamic algorithm, we build a balanced tree of degree O(a) on the sequence of parentheses, where (I! is defined below. All parentheses are stored a8 leaves and all have the same tree depth; the internal nodes to as&t in searching and updating the tree. The height of such a tree is O(logn/loga).
We begin with some notation. Let ri be the matching right parenthesis of left parenthesis Zi. Let A(i) be their Least Common Ancestor in the tree and in general, let LCA(u, v) be the least common ancestor of nodes u and v. We use c(v), i) to denote the ith child of v. Let C(V, z) be C(V, j) if C(V, j) is an ancestor of z, and undefined otherwise. Let El(z) be the left nearest enclosing parenthesis of 2 and let Er(z) be the matching right parenthesis of El(z).
We denote by -< the "is a descendant of" relation, and by 4 the "is a proper descendant of" relation. We distinguish two situations:
1. LCA(EZ(Zi),Zi) 4 A(i) or LCA(Er(Zi),ri) 4 A(i). In this case, we say that (EZ(Zi),Er(Zi)) is a near cover for (Ii, ri).
A(i) and A(i) 5 LCA(ir(Zi),ri). If
LCA(EZ(Zi), Zi) 80, we say that (EZ(Zi), Er(Zi)) is a far cover for (Ii, ri).
23.1
Queries To process queries we start from the leaves Zi and ri and work up. To help determine whether (Zi, ri) have a near cover or a far cover, we introduce some definitions and data structures.
A pair of matching parentheses (Zj, rj) is a narrowing bracket for v if either Zj 4 v or rj 4 v, and v 4 A(j). In the first case, we say that Zj is a Zef't narrowing bracket and in the second case rj is a right narrowing bracket. Parentheses (Zi, Ti) have a near cover if and only if there is a node VZ (or vr) such that Ii < VZ < A(i) (resp. pi 4 vr 4 A(i)) and VZ (or vr) ha8 a narrowing bracket that encloses (li, ri). Many node8 may satisfy the conditions for VZ or vr and have narrowing brackets. The node VZ (or vr) we want is the one closest in the tree to Zi (or ri); we then find the narrowing bracket of VZ (or Vr) that is closest to Ii (or ri).
To help find near covers, at each node v, we keep two bit vectors NL[l,. . . If a is small enough, then we can encode this vector into one machine word, and we can check by table lookup [15] if some left parenthesis with ancestor c(v, i) has an enclosing parenthesis that is a narrowing bracket for v: this is the case exactly when, for some 1 5 j < i, NLlj] = 1. We say that v satisfies the near cover condition. Similarly, we can check if some ancestor of the right parenthesis has a narrowing bracket.
At each node c(t)
We now describe the algorithm for to fmd
f or P arentheses (Zig ri) that have a near cover. We trace up the tree towards A(i) until we find,by table lookup, the first node v satisfying the near cover condition described above. Suppose that we find such a node, say c(v, j), and that, without loss of generality, Zi 5 c(v,i) 4 v. The key fact is that the rightmost left parenthesis to the left of Zi which is a narrowing left bracket for v must be EZ(Zi). This is because well-balanced parentheses are nested rather than overlapping. Therefore, we only check for the rightmost left parenthesis at each of c(v, j -l), . . . , c(v, 1). The rightmost amongst these is the parenthesis we seek. The time to find a near cover is O(log n/ log Q + a). If we do not find a near cover by the time we reach A(i), we know that (Zi,ri) have a far cover, say takes constant time per node (upwards to the root) to check the far cover mark and the near cover condition at each node. If the proper node is found, then we check both the NL and NR vectors followed by checking the far cover table, in case the appropriate NL and NR entries are 0. The total time is O(logn/ logcr + a).
Updates
When a pair of parentheses is inserted In modifying the tree, we allow the branching factor or deleted, we must deal with three issues: near cover to vary but try to keep it O(a). We can insert/delete information, far cover information, and modifying the a new node as a child of a node in the tree. We tree. To do updates we need to know if, given some then update nodes whose branching factor goes too parenthesis pairs (Zi, ri) and (Zj, rj), if (Zi, ri) encloses much out of a yet to be defined range as follows.
(Zj 9 rj). TO do this quickly, we use the list maintenence data structure of Diets and Sleator [14] . Using such a list structure, henceforth DS list, allows us to add and delete elements from a list in constant time, and answer relative order queries in constant time. Checking if Zi < Zj and rj < ri is equivalent to checking whether (Zi, ri) encloses (Zj, rj).
When a pair (Zi, ri) is inserted, we traverse the tree to their LCA. Each node along this path may need to have its near cover information updated. For each ancestor UI = c(v,i) of Zi along this path, v's NL[d should be set to 1. Let rb (resp. la) be w's current rightmost (resp. leftmost) left narrowing bracket. If rb encloses Zi (resp. Zi encloses I*), we set v's rb (resp. Zb) to be Zi. We perform a symmetric operation for rj. These updates take O(1) per node, O(logn/ logo) overall.
The far cover information needs to be updated 1. There is a descendant of w that is a left narrowing bracket for v that is inside (Zi 9 ri).
EZ(Zi) is a descendant of w and a left narrowing bracket for v.
If neither of these cases holds, then NL[j] must be changed to 0. If NL[j] remains at 1, we need to replace its leftmost or rightmost left narrowing bracket if it is .
To update the NL values we traverse up the tree from Zi to A(i). We test at each node whether to change NL or NR values from 1 to 0 and possibly adjust the extreme narrowing brackets and some entries in the forcover tables. Details are given in the full paper [6] . The total work is O(logn/ log a + a).
When a node is split, or two siblings are merged, we recompute their NL, NR, and far cover tables in O(02) time by considering each pair of siblings in the new node(s) and determining if they have a near or far cover (this can be done in constant time by consulting the appropriate information in the tables of the parents and grandparent).
If the insertion of a leaf causes its parent to overflow, we split it. This may induce a chain of overflows up to the root. However, we only split ancestors in the two lowest levels of internal nodes and possibly the root. In this way, we keep the number of children of a node in these levels between $YX and a, and between 2 and a for the root. The time required for these splits is still O(a2). Each time we perform such a split, we also do some "housekeeping" splitting on the upper tree (except for the root). The analysis of our tree maintenance method relies on the following theorem proved by Dietz and Sleator in [14] . No ti will ever exceed H,,-1 + 1, where Hk = Cf=, i-l, the kth harmonic number.
Let L(v) be the number of leaf descendants of node v. Since our tree has branching factor a, we would expect L(v) to be ah(V), where the height h(v) of a node v is 0 if v is a leaf, and 1 + h(c(v, l)), otherwise. As an introduction, we describe a method to ensure that all splits (except for the root) are handled in a timely manner. We cannot keep nodes from underflowing using this method, but we later present a refinement that allows the tree to be fully dynamic. We maintain L(v) at each node. We define a preliminary overflow function on node v: POF(v) := max(O, $($$$ -1)). When we insert a new leaf 1 we increase POF(v) for all nodes v such that I 4 v and h(v) 2 3. We explicitly split nodes of height less that 3. For such an ancestor nodes v, the increment in POF(v) is no greater than &.
The sum of all such increments is 5 1. By Theorem 5, if we split the node with the greatest overflow each time we insert a new leaf, no overflow will ever exceed H, -1 + 1 5 c log n for some constant c. A little algebraic manipulation shows that L(v) 5 2ah(") if 2clogn 5 ~8. Thus, if a is sufficiently large, no node ever has more than twice as many leaf descendants as it should.
To implement the background splitting in O(02) time, we need to know which node in the upper tree has greatest overflow. We do this by noting that we can actually take O(logn/ loga+a2) time to find the target node, since this is the complexity of the tree update. We keep a priority queue for the nodes at each level of the tree. At any particular h, a single node has its overflow incremented per leaf insertion, and that increment is by 1/2ah("l-3.
Th e increment can be broken up into a fixed part l/2, and a scaling factor l/ah(u)-3 that makes different levels comparable. Within a single level, we only keep track of the fixed increments, and therefore all queue operations can be implemented to take O(1) time. To pick the overall maximum, we compare the scaled maxima from each level in O(log n/ log cr) time.
To simultaneously manage overflow and underflow, we instead primarily allow L(v) to range between $rh(') and $x~(') without being merged or split. Our strategy is based on these constants, but we extend the range further to apply Theorem Since J divided by g ' is 10, one can prove by induction on the height that the number of children of each node (except for the root) is at least &a and at most 10a. Since all these bounds hold on the initial tree, it follows that we can perform the above splitting and merging strategy. In particular, it follows that we never need to join more than two siblings. The total time needed to insert or delete a pair of parentheses is O(logn/ logo + 02).
Time Complexities
By picking a to be q/&l, we make sure that NL and NR fit within a word, and have overall time complexities of O(logn/ loglogn) for both updates and queries. In this section, we solve a two dimensional dynamic dictionary matching problem. We are given a dictionary of square patterns D = {PI, P2,. . . , P,}, that can change over time. The basic matching operation is to scan a rectangular text T[l . . . n,, 1. . . n,] and report all occurrences of patterns in the text. The dictionary can be changed by inserting or deleting individual patterns. Once again, we append a special symbol $ to the end of every pattern. The following lemma is important to our two dimensional algorithm: Lemma 3.1 Let z,y be prefixes of patterns in a dictionary. Given the <ino order, we can test whether z is a auf&r of y in constant time by representing the <. *no ordered list of the prefixes of the dictionary using the DietzSleator list.
Overview of the Algorithm
Each pattern is conceptually divided into an upper-triangular (henceforth u-t) half and a lower triangular (henceforth l-t) half. We follow [3] in linearizing the text and pattern along the following lines. For scanning purposes, each square pattern is conceptually divided into -cshaped linear strips centered around characters on the main diagonal. Each Jshaped strip consists of a column c of the u-t half and a row r of the l-t half, both aligning at the main diagonal. Each column (row) is read from the top (left) edge of the pattern towards the diagonal. Consider, for example, the following 3 x 3 pattern along with its u-t and l-t halves: In this pattern, the columns in the u-t half are the one dimensional strings a, ba, cab, and the corresponding rows in the l-t half are a,ca,dbb.
The three -+shaped AMIR ET AL. strips, each represented as an ordered pair (c,T), are (a,a), (ba,ca) and (cab,dbb). These ordered pairs are used for text scanning as in [3] . We also use the rows in the u-t part and the columns in the l-t part to manage the fail function. These are read away from the diagonal. In the example above, the rows in the u-t part are abc, aa, b and the columns in the l-t part are acd, ab, b.
Our two dimensional dictionary scheme uses six dictionary-like structures; four are one dimensional and two are two dimensional.
Throughout this section, we use gdon and foilD to denote the gdo and fail functions of a dictionary D.
The first one-dimensional dictionary is called C"P and contains all the column strings in the u-t halves of all patterns. There is a symmetric counterpart called R'" that contains all the row strings in the l-t halves of all patterns. A third dictionary called R"P contains all the rows in the u-t halves of patterns. Its symmetric counterpart is Co, which contains all the columns in the l-t halves of patterns.
A new pattern is inserted one Ashaped strip at a time, starting with the shortest strip. In the example above we insert the pattern as three strips in the order (a, a), (ba, Ca), (cab, dbb). Each new strip may contribute one new column to CUP and one new row to R"'. Each new strip of length 2p + 2 (diagonal character duplicated) may add a single one character string (the diagonal character) to R"J' and Cl0 as well as extending p strings in each of those dictionaries by one character per string.
The column or row insertions can be done in a manner analogous to the algorithms for one-dimensional patterns; we insert one character at a time at a cost of O(logd) per character, for a total cost of O(plogd). To delete a pattern we reverse the insertion procedure. Patterns are deleted one strip at a time starting with the longest strip. When a pattern P is deleted, each column in the u-t part of P is deleted from CUP, each row in the l-t part of P is deleted from R". Each row in the u-t part of P is truncated by one character in R'Q', and each column in the l-t part of P is truncated by one character in C'".
Our fifth dictionary is M and it stores two dimensional patterns. As in [3] , each pattern is a sequence of -+strips; each strip is a pair (c,r) where c is stored in CUP and r is in R lo We will pretend for the exposition . that c and r are actually strings, but in practice they would be the addresses of the states corresponding to those strings in the dictionaries C"P and R'".
A sixth dictionary structure M' will be used to help update the fail function for M and is described in Section 3.3.
Text Scanning
The scanning algorithm implicitly linearizes the patterns into _+strips as above. We scan the text along each diagonal, considering the pair of the subcolumn and the subrow ending at each position of the text as the character to be matched. We also slide the pattern index (corresponding to the lower right corner) diagonally over the text using the dictionary automaton it4 to keep track of what is matched. There are two major steps in scanning the text T[l . . .IZ,, 1.. .n,]:
1. Preprocess the text by columns and rows using C"P and R'O .
transition to take in the goto tree. The second significant difference is how patterns are recognized, which is done almost exactly as in [18] . We now explain how to take transitions in the goto tree. Recall the basic AC search loop shown in Section 2. Again we read the rows towards the diagonal, which is also left-to-right order. From the results in [18] it follows that: The ordered pair on the right is the set of labels attached to the position diagonally down and right 1 space from position (i, j). The next lemma helps us decide quickly if there is a suitable gdo transition. Moreover, the set of labels of all the goto transitions out of state z is totally ordered under the relation <inn.
If we find a suitable Q we take that transition; if we do not find a suitable QL we move to the state fail(z) and try again. We organize labels of the transitions out of a state by a binary search tree, ordered under the <ino relation. Finding a (if it exists) takes O(logd) tree comparisons, each of which takes O(1) time by Lemma 3.1. Thus we can find the next transition in O(log d). time.
The detection of matched patterns can be done as in [18] . Having computed the next state after 2, we then pretend to read a $, which is an end of pattern symbol. We repeatedly follow the fail tree reporting each match along the way. Note that following each fail link may take O(logd) time. if (cl <ino Q) or (cl =, cp and rl <ine rt).
Our scanning algorithm is similar to the static dictionary matching scanning algorithm of [3] and has the same structure as the AC algorithm.
The charactere used in the automaton M are ordered pairs of a (sub)column and a (sub)row. The first significant difference is in the details of how we search for a suitable 3.3 Inserting and Deleting Patterns
We now describe how square patterns are inserted into or deleted from a dictionary. As noted earlier, the major difficulty comes in implementing the fail function because the transitions test for the =, relation, rather than the usual = relation. However, we keep the prefixes in the <in. order and this ordering relies on the = relation.
To facilitate the explanation we treat the u-t and l-t halves of our square patterns separately. Later we extend this to complete square patterns. In what follows we concentrate on u-t patterns. The l-t patterns are treated similarly. We use the following 4 x 4 u-t pattern for illustration. Let U be a u-t pattern of width m. Let o;j, for 1 5 i 5 j 2 m, be the characters of U. We treat the pattern as a one dimensional string UC = cl;. . .; C,,, where each Ci stands for the ith u-t column representing the string oli . . .aii. We use semi-colons to separate individual columns (rows) when we write a two dimensional pattern as a one dimensional pattern of columns (rows).
In the example above Uc = a; bb; aba; bcbb. Alternatively we can treat U as a one dimensional string UR = RI;. . . ; R, where each & stands for the ith u-t row representing the string C&i.. .ai,. In the example above 27~ = abab; bbq ab; b. Our aim is to insert UC into an automaton which we use for two dimensional matching.
We will pretend that our two dimensional automaton M stores u-t patterns; later we generalize to full square patterns. We use an auxiliary dictionary M' to help update the fail funetion for M. For any position (i, j) of U we define a sub-row associated with that position. This is precisely the sub-row of U ending at that position, namely rij = aii . . . aij. In the example above r13 = abo and ~23 = bb. For every UC inserted into M, we insert a corresponding U,$ = Ci; . . . ; CL into M' defined as follows. If Ci = ori.. . aii then Ci) = rri; . . . ; rii; $, where $ is a special character distinct from any rij. In the example above CA = aba; bb; a; $. If we insert the rows of VR into a separate one dimensional automaton R"P as described earlier, each rij will be a prefix in R"P and hence will have a corresponding state in that automaton. We can then treat each rij as a maha-character (maha means super in Sanskrit) which is basically the address of the state in the automaton R"P. We call each transformed column Ci a maha-column. Each maha-column encodes a whole prefix of a u-t pattern. More specifically Cj represents the entire prefix Cl;. . . ; Ci of UC in a succinct way. In our example Cl;...; Cs = a; bb; aba and the corresponding Ci = a&z; bi; a; S. It is not difficult to see that these represent the same u-t sub-pattern. Now we insert each maha-column as a one dimensional string into another dictionary M' and compute the fail functions treating each n-n&a-character as a simple character using the = relation. Since each mahacharacter rij stands for a prefix in R"P we can use the <ino order of the prefixes to order the mahacharacters. The relative order of two maha-characters is same as the relative <int, order of the corresponding prefixes in R"P. From Lemma 3.1, we can determine this in constant time. The following lemma is crucial to the correctness of our construction.
We first define a new relation as follows:
Let ut(P) (It(P)) d enote the upper (lower) triangular half of a square subpattern P. Let P, & be square subpatterns. We say P G Q if P aligns exactly with the lower right corner of Q. In other words P is a candidate for faiZ(Q). We extend the G relation to u-t as well as l-t subpatterns. Thus we have found an indirect way of computing fail'& by transforming every u-t pattern into an equivalent maha-pattern and computing fails,.
We now generalize the way in which we used M and M' to store u-t patterns to have M and M' store square patterns instead. For this we make another transformation on U& and L& before inserting them into M'. Let Ci = rri; . . . ;rii; $ and Ri = cil; sem;cii;$ be the ith mahacolumn and maha-row aligning at the ith po sition on the main diagonal. We shuffle them into a single string CRi = r1.m c.1' . r..' c"* $; $ (interleaving 1, I , --*, 11, 11, the maha-column and the maharow) and insert it into M'. The interleaved string is always of even length. In this case we treat each pair of characters--one belonging to the maha-column and the other to the maha-row-as a single character and insert it into M'. We can prove similarly to Lemma 3.4 that: 
